A Yogic Approach to SelfCare
“An empty lantern provides no light. Self-care is the fuel that allows your
light to shine brightly.” – Unknown

Introductions
I love it when…
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Learning Outcomes
Describe basic yoga philosophy.
Reflect on mind-body type and apply principles to
improve self-care.
Summarize the eﬀects of chronic stress on the body.
Apply yogic techniques to reduce stress and improve
overall wellness.

Eight Limbs
of Yoga
Guidelines on how to live a
meaningful and purposeful
life.

Yamas

Niyamas
Saucha (Cleanliness)
Santosha (Contentment)

Ahimsa (Non-Violence)

Tapas (Discipline, Burning
Enthusiasm)

Satya (Truthfulness)

Svadhyaya (Study of the Self and
Texts)

Asteya (Non-Stealing)
Bramacharya (Restraint)

Isvara Pranidhana (Surrender to
God)

Aparigraha (Non-Greed)

Think, “Self-Discipline while
accepting that my control is
limited”

Think, “Golden Rule”

Asana

Pranayama
Breath Control

Postures
Body must be cared for temple of the spirit
Develops discipline and the
ability to concentrate
Learn a sun salutation - And
use it regularly!

Connection among breath,
mind, emotions
Life Force rejuvenates the
body and extends life
Go back to the breath. Exhale
focus.

Pratyahara

Dharana/Dhyana/Samadhi

Drawing Awareness away from
the External/Directing
Attention Internally

Final three limbs

Stepping Back and Looking at
Ourselves Objectively

Coming to realize a profound
connection to the Divine

Think, “What are my cravings,
and how are they hurting me?”

“Peace that passeth all
understanding”

Calming the “monkey mind”

Take Aways from Yoga Philosophy
Character matters! Peace and health the reward of clean living.
Rituals and time carved out for reflection and self-study lead
to mindfulness.

“Know Thyself ”

Your body is designed to work better the more you use it!
Improving the breath has the power to release pain, reduce
stress and calm the mind.
Quiet time reserved for reflection/meditation/prayer are are
necessary!

–Socrates

Who Are You (as a student)?

Who are you (physically)?

Learn quickly; Forget quickly

Tend to have dry hair, skin and nails; frequently cold

Sharp intellect; May become frustrated with yourself or
others

Tend to break out; have reddish complexion; frequently
hot

Learn slowly; Great memory and ability to apply learned
information

Tend to have oily, smooth skin; frequently feel stiﬀ or
heavy

Who are you (working)?
Quickly, multiple tasks going on at once
Methodically, systems and checks and balances in place
Slowly, thoughtfully with few errors

Who are you (on a bad day)?
Worried/Anxious
Irritated/Angry
Melancholy/Lacking Motivation

What does your best friend
or partner love about you?
My creativity and enthusiasm
My passion and charisma
My kindness and loyalty

Knowing our Mind-Body type is an example of Svedyaya or
Self-Awareness.
If we recognize when and how we get out of balance,
we can proactively improve our wellness.

QUIZ

Video

Dosha/Mind-Body Type

Vagus Nerve/Stress

Toning the Vagus Nerve

Other Practical Suggestions

Laugh
Sing or Hum
Deep, Slow Breathing
Meditation & Mindfulness

Calm App (Free for Educators)
Public Yoga Classes

Gargling

Observances/Sacred Times

Gratitude Practices

Put YOU on the schedule

Restorative Yoga

Attitude of Gratitude

See Article for More Info

Putting It All Together

Yoga practice that will include breath work, loving
kindness meditation, asana (warm-up, strengthening,
opening, twists), awareness, gratitude reflection

